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Solving a contractor’s network performance 
problems launched our long-term relationship 
as the company’s Managed Service Provider.
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⦾

Gather knowledge of the 
present network 

 
⦾

Identify weaknesses 
and strengths 

 
⦾

Compile recommendations 
to resolve problems and 

enhance performance

⦾

 Provide recommendations 
for cost control and 
operational savings

Our Technology 
Assessment 

best practices: 

The company’s IT staff turned to 

their outside provider for 

solutions. The outside provider 

recommended a significant 

expansion of bandwidth across

the network—a costly solution, 

but worth the expenditure if it 

fixed the problem. 

Greater bandwidth did not improve 

performance. Both internal and 

external IT teams were perplexed.

The contractor sought a second 

opinion. Sensing that their needs 

had outgrown their IT provider’s 

capabilities, the company asked 

Dynamic Quest to take a look at 

the problem. We sent a team to 

perform a technology assessment.

Our technology review

uncovered the source of the 

slowness. It turned out that the 

expensive bandwidth upgrade had 

been unnecessary. We found that 

the network’s speed was hampered 

at a handful of junctures that were 

bottlenecking the whole system.

Incoming network traffic was not 

being distributed efficiently. Load 

balancing needed fixing, and the 

network needed some new servers. 

In addition, a small number of 

obsolete switches scattered across 

the network were holding things up. 

“
“

Our IT specialists uncovered the 
load balance problems, replaced 
the servers and increased their 
network performance by 300%.
-DQ Lead Engineer

A prominent electrical contracting company serving customers across 

the southeast was frustrated by sluggish network performance. The 

problem affected major projects (e.g. the construction of a world-class 

stadium), where speedy transfer of large CAD files was critical—not only 

to the project, but to the contractor’s reputation. 

The Challenge

Transferring large CAD files like this was 
slowing down network performance, until 
we devised a solution.
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Results
⦾    Network speed dramatically increased
⦾    Environment significantly  stabilized
⦾    Operational efficiency improved
⦾    New capacity enabled seamless integration of two new offices
⦾    Scalable solution is future-ready

The company recognized our analysis was sound and gave us a green light. 

It wasn’t long before the network was quickly delivering even the largest 

files.

First, our hardware team replaced the outdated switches. Then our 

software specialists optimized load balancing, evenly distributing 

network traffic across the back end servers (including the new ones we 

installed). We conducted all this work in the background, with no network 

downtime required.

Our client got the performance they needed with no disruption to their 

operations.

Managed services keep the faster network optimized. 
The company liked our work, and wanted more. When our team was 

finished addressing the performance concerns, Dynamic Quest became 

the company’s official strategic managed IT services partner.

Dynamic Quest’s managed services plan – QuestCare – keeps their IT 

in top shape. With our diverse team of experts, we are able to provide 

continual monitoring and upkeep that allows our client to focus on their 

business, rather than their IT.

Get our comprehensive 
Technology Assessment free.

Lessons Learned

⦾

A major overhaul may 
not be a good solution 

 
⦾

Careful analysis can identify 
hidden problem areas that 

are less costly to fix 
 
⦾

A smart solution often requires 
expertise in multiple areas

⦾

Companies can outgrow their IT 
providers as their needs expand

Or call: 
336.369.0455

The Solution

https://www.dynamicquest.com/landing/mrc-campaign/?goal=0_26d9de06e9-153760c59a-116727217�
https://www.dynamicquest.com/landing/mrc-campaign/?goal=0_26d9de06e9-153760c59a-116727217
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QuestCare Managed Services

All QuestCare plans are 

customized to support a client’s 

particular goals with no unexpected 

costs. Plans include:

A strategic technology plan that 

adapts to support your changing 

goals as your business grows.

Continual preventive maintenance 

and monitoring of the network to 

avoid potential bottlenecks.

A collaborative plan for 

infrastructure changes such as 

server and switch moves without 

significant downtime.

Key monitoring services, service 

availability monitoring, backups, 

and managed security.

Reliable 24x7x365 support and 

quick reponse times to resolve 

a wide range of IT issues as they 

arise.

Regular reports and 

recommendations to maintain or 

improve operational costs.

About Dynamic Quest

Comprehensive services and expertise, strategically 
focused on furthering your business goals.
Dynamic Quest is an IT and cloud services provider serving customers 

across multiple industry verticals. We have gathered a team of experts 

covering nearly every aspect of IT. We assess your environment, identify 

potential problems, provide recommendations and get everything working 

optimally. Our advice and service is always strategically focused on 

furthering your business goals—including controlling cost, improving

processes, fueling productivity, and fostering stability.

MANAGED IT SERVICES
24x7x365 HELP DESK

OFFICE 365
MANAGED SECURITY 

SERVICES

DISASTER RECOVERY BUSINESS PROCESS 
OUTSOURCING

SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT

MANAGED CLOUD 
SERVICES

BACKUP & RECOVERY
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